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Optimism and
Uncertainty Collide as
Equities Hit Record Highs
IN A UNIQUE ENVIRONMENT, WE REMAIN TETHERED TO INVESTMENT POLICY

KEY TAKEAWAYS
n

 Economic growth, rising corporate earnings, low interest rates, and transitory inflation
pressures support further equity appreciation, yet we believe a near-term correction
would support long-term market health.

n

U
 S stocks outperformed non-US in the second quarter. It may take slower US growth
or a weaker dollar for international stocks to curb US dominance.

n

W
 e continue to keep a keen eye on upcoming tax legislation, but do not expect
draconian measures and recommend patience as negotiations play out.

n

 In a unique environment characterized by both optimism and uncertainty, it is prudent
to maintain exposure to stocks, be mindful of risks, and adhere even more tightly to
investment discipline.

Good news was plentiful in the second
quarter. Broadly immunized countries saw
substantial and, what seemed to be,
persistent declines in COVID-19 infections.
US vaccination success allowed most
social and business activities to resume.
US GDP grew 6.4% in the first quarter,
with second and third quarter forecasts
even stronger. US equities hit record
highs in late June. Is there anything not to
like in this environment?

susceptible hosts worldwide, accounting
for over 80% of new US COVID-19 cases
and adding volatility and a sense of jitters
that may muffle a full-bore “back to
normal.” “Unenthusiastic bull” and “fully
invested bear” are two monikers that
capture market unease while also
conveying a continued preference for
stocks. Simultaneous optimism and
uncertainty tell us to:
maintain exposure to stocks,
be mindful of risks, and
n a
 dhere even more tightly to our
investment discipline.
n
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While we welcome burgeoning optimism,
not all signals are flashing green. Along
with some respected investment
colleagues, I feel a bit apprehensive. A far
more contagious Delta variant is finding

n

“

Simultaneous
optimism and
uncertainty tell us to
maintain exposure
to stocks, be mindful
of risks, and adhere
to our investment
discipline.
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US corporate earnings have been solid. In fact, equity gains in 2021,
unlike 2020, have resulted from rising EPS (earnings-per-share),
while price-to-earnings multiples have stayed about the same. With
the current earnings season likely to meet or exceed estimates, EPS
could drive further gains. On a cautionary note, individual results may
fall short of very high expectations built into the market. Already,
we have seen companies handily surpass second quarter estimates
only to be punished by a market that wanted an even bigger “beat.”
Though I believe a large percentage of companies will meet high
expectations, I anticipate volatility around upcoming releases.
Current forecasts suggest that US growth has peaked and will
moderate incrementally. At current super-high levels, “moderation”
is still good news. Recently, the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow showed 14%
year-over-year real GDP growth. GDPNow is an unofficial, highly
sensitive running estimate based on available economic data. That
14% estimate, perhaps an all-time record, has declined significantly
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Equities Enjoy Substantial Support
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quarter GDP growth range from 7% to 11%, still a massive growth
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rate for the US. Given high expectations tied to this growth, there
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may be some equity recalibrations, especially through the summer

Robust economic recovery, the Federal Reserve’s steadfast commitment
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when trading volumes are typically lower.

to low interest rates, and belief that inflationary pressures are transitory
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The Fed has signaled its belief that recent inflationary pressures

spurred US stocks to new highs in late June.
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(gasoline, rental car, and hotel prices, for example) are transitory. It

Earlier this year, the US equity market was a technical powerhouse.

also appears the Fed is willing to tolerate higher inflation to fulfill one
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of its mandates—maximizing employment. With the number of job
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openings now equaling the number of unemployed, I think we will
see positions filled at a faster pace after Labor Day. It takes time to fill

Source:
St. Louis climbed
Fed (FRED). above
07/2016-07/2021.
as ofillustrating
7/19/2021.
That
number
90% inData
April,
the astounding

openings, many of which only became available in April or May. Come

technical strength and breadth underpinning equities. The number of

the fall, children will be back in school, alleviating another obstacle

stocks trading above their 50-day average dipped briefly below 50%

for prospective employees. Job growth and the recovery environment

in June and ended the quarter about 60%. (See Chart A: % of Stocks

may prove inflationary, but the Fed seems loathe to take steps that

Above 50-Day Moving Average.) That is still a better-than-average

might stifle progress. Continuation of the current monetary stance

reading; however, when a strong technical picture weakens, one

should be favorable for stocks.

should prepare for some weak trading sessions and profit taking.

Chart A: % of Stocks Above 50-Day Moving Average

All Eyes on the 10-Year Treasury
The 10-year Treasury yield is considered a proxy for investors’ feelings

STILL A VERY BIFURCATED MARKET UNDER THE SURFACE
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about the economy. Forecasts for the 10-year yield generally
fall within a narrow range, sometimes just a few hundredths of a
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percentage point. However, current credible forecasts put the 10-year
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yield anywhere between 0.9% to 2.25% over the coming months,
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an unusually wide range. Extremes at either end of the range imply
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future economic conditions will weaken—may not be accurate. Clearly,
any indication that the global economy will be more robust than the
bond market predicts will be positive for equities.

Chart B: Where Will the 10-Year Treasury Go From Here?
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Best case: The Fed (and stocks) would love an economic recovery

How the yield story plays out over the next six to eight months will

environment where steady but predictable inflation persists, and

likely drive equity direction and style trends. In the first quarter of

the 10-year yield is somewhere around 1.7-1.9%.

2021, the 10-year’s surprising rise to 1.70% steered investors to

Fair, but not ideal: If the 10-year Treasury is at 0.9 or 1.0% six

companies that would benefit from reopening, and abundant stimulus

months from now, that would mean the post-pandemic economic

and value stocks outperformed. The opposite occurred in the second

recovery is either anemic or COVID-19 is resurfacing with

quarter as the 10-year yield unexpectedly fell to 1.33% and growth

negative effects on global economies. This is somewhat the

stocks
resumed
their
leadership.
If 50-Day
economicMoving
growth Average
remains strong,
Chart
A: % of
Stocks
Above
with the 10-year in the neighborhood
of 1.9%, value would likely
STILL A VERY BIFURCATED MARKET UNDER THE SURFACE

environment we have been in for the past year. Growth stocks
would probably perform well if massive liquidity remains.
n

Worst case: If inflation gets out of control and the Fed loses
credibility with the markets, it may have to slam the brakes on the
economy, which is the typical way bull markets end and recessions

n

lead100
growth. If the economy weakens and the long end of the yield
curve
80 declines, either growth would lead or there could be an outright
market correction.
60
40

begin. This would almost certainly stall the equity rally.

In the worst-case scenario, sustainable price increases lead to runaway

Less dire, but not good: Modest inflation and slowing economic

inflation, forcing the Fed into a sharp reversal that hits equities and

growth—commonly known as stagflation—may not be as bad for

long0 duration assets. Based on current data, I do not believe we end

equities as the Fed slamming on the brakes but would be bad for

up there. I think the outcome will be more favorable to equity markets.

stocks and other risk assets.

However, even the specter of a worst-case scenario could cause a
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pocket of turbulence in the current stock rally, which might not be a
When the 10-year falls, as it did in the second quarter, it normally
means the market expects weaker economic conditions in the future.
(See Chart B: 10-Year US Treasury). And, normally, we would see
corroboration for that outlook, such as an increase in the yield
difference between high-yield bonds and Treasuries or significant price
declines in economically sensitive metals. Because we are not seeing
these corroborating signals, a case can be made that the falling yield
is less tied to economic prospects and more to globalization and
extraordinary liquidity in US and international markets. Foreign investors
may be buying US Treasuries (thus driving down yields) because
10-year bonds from Japan and Germany are not paying anything.
If that is the case, a conventional reading of a falling 10-year—that
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bad thing in the long run.

Sometimes Markets Need a Time Out

the higher-flying growth stocks reasserted themselves against the
backdrop of falling yields.)

US stocks returned 15.2%, as measured by the Russell 3000 Index,
for the first six months of 2021, one of the better first halves on

Among emerging markets, Brazil delivered a remarkably good return

record. Considering that US equities rose 30% in 2019, 20% in 2020,

for the quarter, in dollar terms. This was unexpected in the face

and now 15% so far in 2021, we must anticipate a meaningful drawdown

of an alarming COVID outbreak. Like Russia, Brazil benefited

or at least an adjustment at some point relatively soon. I believe a

from the positive commodity story. Commodities were the best

two- to three-month, 10-15% adjustment/rationalization is better

performing asset class in the second quarter, which was surprising

than having stocks rise unabated until the Fed is forced to take severe

since commodities and the 10-year US Treasury yield typically move

action, resulting in a more classic recessionary environment.

in the same direction. Like the falling 10-year yield, rising commodity
prices may have been fueled by surging consumer demand and

One signal for caution is the significant role retail investors played in

substantial liquidity hitting global markets.

second quarter results. Technology is drawing inexperienced investors
into the market and they are running hard—many without discipline.

China’s equity market did not perform well during the quarter.

Consider that the business strategy of popular trading platform

China’s government has been constraining credit to manage inflation

Robinhood is quite literally to make mobile app investing as much

but went so far as to negatively affect the economy. In the past few

like video gaming as possible. Trading in “meme” and message board

weeks, authorities have reversed course and have begun to stimulate

stocks, such as GameStop or AMC Entertainment, reflects momentum-

the economy. We are watching the situations in Brazil and China to

driven speculation with almost no basis in fundamentals. As long as

see how they play out.

the dual tailwinds of monetary policy and strong corporate earnings
keep the broad stock market up, we believe retail investors will stay
engaged, potentially increasing speculative froth.
In June, the Fed released comments that were viewed as a rhetorical
pivot toward tighter monetary policy. This may have been an attempt
to let some speculative air out of stocks, higher priced commodities,
and inflation-driven assets. However, equity markets quickly shrugged
off the Fed’s slightly hawkish message.

US Stocks Lead Global Markets, Bolstered by Vaccination
Success and Economic Strength
US equities have outperformed international equities so far in 2021.
While international performed well for much of 2020, the US dollar
has strengthened as interest rates have risen. US vaccination success
also boosted domestic stocks relative to non-US stocks. Ultimately,
the contest between US and non-US stocks hinges on what happens
with the dollar. And that, in turn, ties back to Fed policy and inflation.
The dollar has been strong for over a decade, but we now see factors
coming together that would lead to a weaker dollar and stronger
international equity returns.
Emerging market stocks had a good year relative to domestic stocks
in 2020, but so far in 2021 that trend has reversed. Nevertheless,
emerging market equities remain cheap relative to domestic markets.
In the long run, we favor maintaining allocations to areas that
represent historical valuation discounts even when short-term trends
work against us. (This sentiment also applies to US value stocks,
which performed well relative to growth until May of this year when
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As Focus Shifts to Taxes, Wait-and-See Approach is Best

now that is part of our daily routine. Today, there is an equally strong

While politics always has the potential to affect markets and sentiment

technology and health care are happening every day. United Airlines

in the short term, there is a perception that temperatures in Washington

recently announced it is buying a supersonic jet; imagine the potential

have fallen a few degrees. Given a modest decrease in drama, the

impact on international travel.

case to be made for long-term optimism. Life-changing innovations in

market can rotate to basics. US companies do well when they execute
on their business plans and grow earnings. Inside-the-beltway

Still, we must keep expectations tethered to reality. Even with all the

machinations should be a sideshow and not the main event as investors

promise and potential in 1999, Nasdaq investors had to wait over

collectively adjudicate corporate value. While battle lines are clearly

10 years to revisit the record price levels of that year. We are still

drawn for this fall’s debate on tax legislation, let us hope the lower

navigating unprecedented circumstances—a pandemic, a wall of

drama environment prevails.

liquidity with implications for interest rates and US finances, and
a reopening of society with potential for significant inflation. This

We think deadlock in Washington will deter any extreme leftward

extraordinary combination of factors means that our forecasts must

move in the tax code. Regardless, it is a bad idea to proactively trade

encompass a broad range of potential outcomes.

portfolios on what MIGHT happen. Better to let the proposal work
its way through Congress and then make the best choices based on

As I wrote at the beginning of this outlook, not all signals are green, but

signed legislation. Pitcairn employs a multidisciplinary process that

that does not mean we sell our stocks and go home. Discipline is the

brings together tax expertise, estate planning resources, and investment

factor that has been most instrumental in driving success for Pitcairn

advice. We have always managed portfolios in a very tax-efficient

clients over the decades. It is also the factor that will let us manage the

manner, and we remain pioneers in implementing a multi-manager

uncertainty and capitalize on the optimism of the current environment.

tax overlay program. Putting our clients’ after-tax experience at the
forefront will serve them well whatever tax changes may come.

We expect periods of time when markets do not rise as they recently
have. Whether that period arrives this year or next, I do not know,

Capitalize on Optimism and Manage Uncertainty Through
Disciplined Strategies

but we are prepared for it. Successful long-term investors have
the patience to ride through the dips and let their good managers
take advantage of mispricings.

The current environment brings to mind 1999, a time full of promise
for the future but also one marked by uncertainty. At the turn of the

Pitcairn portfolios remain equity-heavy and prudently positioned for

century, we imagined how the internet would let us meet virtually and

what is ahead.

www.pitcairn.com | 800-211-1745

Philadelphia
One Pitcairn Place, Suite 3000
165 Township Line Road
Jenkintown, PA 19046-3593

New York
Representative Office
99 Park Avenue, Suite 320
New York, NY 10016-1501

This publication is prepared by Pitcairn for the exclusive use of its clients. The information provided should not be construed as imparting legal, tax, or financial
advice
on any specific matter.
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